Greetings!

With over 30 years of experience, Burlington Taiko offers dynamic performances, parades, and hands-on educational opportunities. We are ready to bring the charisma, power, and warmth of Taiko drumming to your campus to help create treasured memories for students, faculty, and staff. Burlington Taiko is led by Stuart Paton Sensei. Raised in Tokyo, Stuart is fluent in Japanese and has taught Taiko in Language Departments and Immersion Programs. He enjoys speaking with students about taiko history, costumes, drum construction and acoustics, along with Taiko techniques, especially as these techniques relate to student’s discipline.

Consider any one of the many taiko programs that Burlington Taiko can offer:

Performances
Odaiko (Septet Chu Daiko, 5’ Diameter Odaiko, ) $3,800
Akatsuki (Sextet Chu Daiko, 45” Red Moon Drum, ) $3,100
Chu Daiko (Sextet Chu Daiko, 3’ long Okedo, 28” drums) $2,500
Quartet $2,040
Trio $1,575
Duet $1,100
Solo performance $575

Taiko Workshops & Residencies
90 minute Workshop (30-35 students) $350
4.5 hour Workshop (up to 35 students at a time) $575
5 or more days of residency $525/day
Student recital $170

(10% DISCOUNT on 2nd & 3rd performance, same date/venue)

Transportation fee will be calculated based on mileage traveled. Lodging will be requested for extended residencies.

I would look forward to working with you to create a custom taiko program for your school.

Sincerely,

Stuart Paton
802-999-4255
booking@burlingtontaiko.org
Burlington Taiko
Taiko Aikokai New England (TANE)
Your School Taiko Menu

5-Day Special Package—All-school Assembly, 5 Days, Student Recital
All-school assembly by Stuart Paton starts this residency. 5 days of instruction culminates in a recital with 5 groups of 35 students. More students can be reached if some of the Taiko classes switch to Folk-dancing, or if the number of recital groups is reduced.
$3,145 + travel and lodging.

10-Day Special Package—All-school Assembly, 10 Days, Student Recital
All-school assembly by Stuart Paton starts this residency. 10 days of instruction culminates in a recital with 10 groups of 35 students. More students can be reached if some of the Taiko classes switch to Folk-dancing, or if the number of recital groups is reduced.
$5,770 plus travel and lodging.

Yume (DREAM) Residency
Begin your taiko program with an exciting and energizing performance with Burlington Taiko. Then, have your students experience 10 days of workshops with Paton Sensei, ending with their own fabulous taiko recital. This package includes up to 9 groups of 35 students ready for a recital with Taiko and folk dancing, and a day of shorter workshops with other classes.
$6,670 + travel and lodging.

Kaminari (THUNDER) Residency
Includes a Burlington Taiko performance to start the residency, and 5 days of taiko workshops culminating in a recital with 5 groups of 35 students.
$4,045 + travel and lodging.

Mikazuki (CRESCENT MOON) Residency
Three days of workshops with 1 or 2 groups of 35 students, plus shorter workshops where other classes learn a bit of taiko and Japanese folk dances. This ends with a recital by the 1 or 2 groups of 35, and a school performance with Burlington Taiko.
$3,145 + travel and lodging.

Inazuma (LIGHTNING) Workshop with Burlington Taiko Performance
Up to 35 students at a time can enjoy 30 to 90 minute lessons with Paton Sensei, up to 4½ hours of contact time all in one day!
$1,825 + travel.